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 In 1971 after Charlie Brumfield and I 'invented' the ceiling ball and were the first as far as 

I know to use it as a defensive tool at the Top 16 Louisville Invitational, we quickly felt in the 

new ceiling an attrition rally that threw us into late tourney rounds with sore arms. Even the 

'strongmen' of racquetball, Mike Zeitman, Ken Porco, and Myron Roderick couldn't keep it up.  

The shot did not propagate at the Big Four annual events- National Singles and Doubles, and 

National Invitational Singles and Doubles- until ’72 when Brumfield perfectly employed the shot 

and was the sole player ever to earn consistent points off ceiling ‘aces.’  I know because my 

ceiling game was the second best. 

 

 Three strikes with the 18’’ racquets on that dead old ‘71 ball way up to the ceiling left us 

looking to the lights for a shot to replace it, and the working lob, as the front line of defense from 

30 feet.  A strong answer from deep court to neutralize rallies would guarantee a season of 

trophies.   

 

 The first was a crazy Around-the-World ball that we would yell to MSU freshmen 

fodder, ‘Chase it around the world!' and they did. Singles players raced each angle of the ball in 

a circle like a hamster in a wheel until it fell to the spot they had started. Doubles players 

collided in mid-court, spit epitaphs and called time-out. I developed a solo practice in a sans-

gallery court cloaked from Brumfield of alternating forehand and backhand continuous Around 

World balls until the shot was 95% effective, and then never hit it again until the final points of 

the Big Four events to conserve the potency, as Brumfield was doing unbeknown to me with the 

first crack ace serve.   

 

 The even nuttier shot that we developed within a week after the Around World was the Z. 

We had never seen it before as competing National Paddleball champs, nor in my three years in 

handball, and I believe it was new to him with a racquet when... One day he miss-hit an Around 

World into the front wall high in the right corner, and the ball angled sharply across and off the 

left side wall to strike me in the body for a point.  He shrugged making me think it had been 

intentional.  We then came to discover that it took terrific effort within a small square footage 

behind the short line to blast the new Z, but beyond that it was simple for me to secret to practice 

for thirty minutes to master. It's likely that in hundreds of university and YMCA courts across 

the country the same serendipity and experiments were taking place, but Charlie and I had never 

seen it  One of us named the Around-the World, but not the Z that seemed to have derived a few 

years later from Charles Garfinkle's innovation called the Z-serve. 

 



 The epidemiology of the Around Wall and Z Ball are interesting as the two were new 

'diseases'' to other players until we 'inoculated' them in tournaments.  I must take credit because 

Brumfield was busy perfecting and winning off the ceiling, and the Around World and Z became 

my pathogens to foster. I applied them sparingly at crucial points in the Big Four events, and 

withheld them from Brumfield because he was Doctor Racquetball quick with the counter.  For 

one season in '72 the Around World and Z allowed me to dominate the field except for my 

nemesis who had my number with gamesmanship.  I used the Around World ball to become the 

first racquetball player to defeat the great Paul Haber in mano vs. racquet using a handball that 

broke Haber's ceiling attack. 

 

 The '73 season with the first ever pro stop rolled around and now every top 16 player was 

'infected' by the Around World and Z shots that had propagated to every court in the USA. 

Seemingly no one had the 'pill' to stop it.  Yet I had squirreled the cure for one year, and unleash 

it to stay #2 for another season. The only counter against the Around World is to volley the ball 

before it bounces, and the volley honestly was the only shot I practiced tens of thousands of 

times for one year until I could kill the ball from any angle everywhere on the court.  By '74 the 

volley return of the Around Wall, service return and rallies became the standard.  I owe the 

Around World and Z, and their counters, for the two best seasons of my career in racquetball's 

70's Golden Era. 

 

 In the aftermath, an interesting thing happened in late '73 that changed the history of 

these three early shots- ceiling, Around World and Z- that had completely replaced the lob as the 

deep court arsenal. In the short span of a few months, the balls livened to annihilate Doctor 

Brumfield’s and my pathogens and were hardly seen again. 


